
American Idols group study guide           by Dawn Owens 

 

Session 5: The Rock Star Syndrome 
 
RULES FOR THE ROAD:   
These studies are designed to be as user-friendly as possible so that you as a group leader 
will need only to download, browse through, possibly do some light preparations, and head 
to the study. In order to facilitate ease of use, cues are provided throughout the study to 
indicate:  

1. when you read aloud to the group (Bold text),  
2. when you ask questions to the group (bulleted italics), or  
3. when you have the group or individual group members read (Underline text).  

 
There is no “student guide” for the use of group members. Their primary tools will be the 
book, American Idols, their Bibles, and an occasional handout provided by you (provided in 
each group study). 
 
Please note also that the studies are set up with the assumption that some participants 
will not have read the American Idols chapter prior to doing the study. Therefore, there 
may be times that pieces of the text will need to be copied for them to follow along. 
 
PACKING YOUR BAGS: 

1.  Have Bibles available in case someone comes to the study without a Bible. 
2.   Bring a few extra pens and paper for them to take notes as necessary. 
3.   Bring 3 x 5 cards for the entire group. 

 
MEETING THE CAST:   
Begin by asking everyone to state his or her first and last name, and respond briefly to the 
question,  
 

• If you could be the sibling of any celebrity, who would it be and why? 
 
Explain that you’ll go first so others have time to think (which also gives you the 
opportunity to show by example how briefly you expect others to respond), then proceed 
around the circle. 
 
After everyone has had a chance to respond, take a few moments to open this study in 
prayer. 
 
REVIEW OF LAST WEEK’S EPISODE: 

• Can someone share with the group what idol we learned about last week? 



(Have a few people answer this question.) 
 

• What did we learn about the importance of community? 
 

• Does anyone want to share how the Lord has changed your perspective on 
individualism and/or community? 

 
ROUND 1: 
Chapter 5 introduces us to a type of idol worship that may be more easily seen 
than our previous four. Whether we are at work or at home, shopping at the 
grocery store or watching TV, the worship of celebrities of all kinds plagues our 
society. Whether it’s wanting to meet one or be one, or even just know someone 
who has met one, celebrity worship has become an American tradition. But 
tradition or not, God’s word, our guide, tells us that we are not to bow down to 
this man-made god. Let’s begin to understand why by reviewing the chapter for 
this week. 
 
The author begins to explain our fascination with celebrity worship by bringing 
back a concern described in chapter 4: “lack of community.” On page 64, the 
author entertains the idea that part of the problem stems from a lack of a 
“Third place.”  He says, “We have our homes and our workplaces, but for many 
of us there’s no Third Place, no place where we routinely go just to chew the 
fat, let our hair down, and experience the joy of community.” 
 

• Have you heard the term “Third place” before? 
 
• Do you currently have a “Third Place”? If so, where? 

 
The author continues to clarify his thesis by explaining to us how some of us 
create a false sense of community by identifying with TV characters, movie 
characters, rock stars. “..as our relationships become more disjointed and 
interactions with friends become less frequent, we come to thrive on news of 
this star or that celebrity as if we knew them!” (Page 64) 
 

• Do you agree with the author’s statement? 
 

• Was there a time in your life when you realized celebrities were a vital part 
of your everyday life and activity? What was that time like for you? 

 
• Consider a time when you were connected to a community; what were some of 

the emotions and feelings you experienced? (If one of the participants 



mentions significance in answering this question, go onto the next section; if 
they do not answer that way, ask the next question). 

 
• Was there a need for significance in being a member of that community? 

 
The author’s second suggested source of celebrity worship is a longing for 
significance. He talks about how people might react if they “run into” 
celebrities at shopping malls and grocery stories, how these people experience a 
sense of significance in telling others who they ran into and how “cool” it was to 
have that individual close enough to touch.   
 

• Who was the most amazing celebrity you ever met? 
 
• How did you feel after you met them and then got to share the story with 

someone else? 
 

• Do you identify with the author’s claim that celebrity worship occurs due 
to a longing for significance? 

 
• Do you think there could be a longing for glory or immortality that is a 

product of celebrity worship ? 
 

In every human heart God has placed a longing for eternity. Sometimes we take 
the place set aside for eternity and fill it with things that are more immediate 
or temporal. It may be the immediate gratification of watching the celebrity on 
the runway and maybe daydreaming “one day that could be me,” or casting off 
your worries to go shopping for the day and get an outfit to make you look like 
a celebrity. Or maybe it’s not even that obvious. Maybe it’s living for the here-
and-now and not keeping our focus heavenward. 
 
Let’s take a moment and explore how we as Christians can often take our eyes 
off heaven and place them on those around us. 
 
ROUND 2:  
Hand out a 3 x 5 card to everyone in the group. Then instruct the group: On one side of 
the card, write the name of a celebrity in the middle of the card. Then around the 
person’s name write everything you can think of about that person. I’ll give you one 
minute. 
 

• Can I have a few volunteers share the celebrity they wrote down and every word 
they wrote about that person?  Have 3-4 different people share what they wrote 
on their card. 



 
Now…on the other side of the card, write your name in the middle of the card. Take 
2 minutes, and write every word you can think of that describes who you are in 
Christ.  
 

• Can I have a few volunteers share what they wrote on their cards about 
themselves?  You can tell the group they can feel free to share where the 
scriptural reference to the word or phrase is located.  Have as many people as are 
willing to share go through this exercise. 

 
• Were there any emotions you felt as you wrote those words around your name?  

 
• Do you think God considers the information on one side of the card more significant 

than what is on the other? Why or why not? 
 
 
THE JUDGES REVIEW:  
Let’s take some time tonight to dig into the Word of God to find out how God feels 
about the issue of idol worship and why our focus should be on Him and not on 
others. 
 
Throughout the Bible God is repeatedly reminding us, “I am God, you are not.” He 
says, in effect, “Worship me, not the things you have made.” A few weeks ago, we 
thanked God for all the things he created in the first days. Let’s go a bit deeper into 
his Word to a place where he is giving instruction to his people, the Israelites, on 
how they are to live. Being the supernatural, all powerful God that he is, he makes 
sure the people know and understand how life will work.  Just as there was order to 
creating the world, there is to be order in how they were to live their lives. To help 
them out, he gives them the Ten Commandments. 
 
Have someone read Exodus 20:1-26. 
 

• What is the first commandment? (v. 3) 
 
• What is the second commandment? (v. 4-6) 

 
• What does God repeat to the people in vv. 22-23? 

 
• From these six verses, can you deduce what is most important to God in our 

worship? 
 

• Why do you think this was so important to God? 



 
The next chapters of the Bible talk more about God’s instructions for the people. 
Only twelve chapters later we find ourselves at the familiar story of the golden calf.  
 
Have someone read Exodus 32:1-4. 
 

• In verse 1, what did the people wish to make? 
 
• In verse 2, what did Aaron tell them to bring to him? 

 
• In verse 4, what did Aaron make from these items? 

 
• Do you think these verses explain why God prioritized the first two commandments 

as he did? 
 
But the point of this study is not just to recognize that we have a tendency to make 
and worship idols, because if that were the only issue, we could have stopped reading 
at Chapter 1. But in this case, the author is claiming that we idolize people.  
 
Read 1 Corinthians 3:1-9.  
 

• What is going on in these verses? 
 
• What is causing the division in the church? 

 
• What does Paul say about himself and Apollos in verse 5? 

 
• Do you think the church today falls into the same trap of following one person or 

another because of what gifting they believe that person has? Why or why not? 
 

• Who does Paul point out in verse 7 that makes things grow? 
 

• Who are you, according to v.9? 
 
Read verses 16-17. 

 
• What do these verses say about who you are? 
 
• According to v. 16, who lives in you? 

 
Read verses 18-21. 
It doesn’t get more blatant than this… 



 
• What does verse 21 say again? 
 
• Can someone put into laymen’s terms what this means? If no one can respond, say: 

Paul is explaining that you don’t need to boast about other people; what they 
can do or what they have. You have been given the same things. All things, 
whether Paul or Apollos or Cephas or the world or life or death or the present 
or the future, all are yours. 

 
• How can we apply these scripture verses to this topic of celebrity worship? 

 
THE VOTES ARE IN: 
There are times as Christians when we can try to put things in neat little boxes, 
telling ourselves, “my secular life is in this box and my spiritual life is in this other 
box.” We can tend to believe that because we keep them in separate boxes, the 
issues we face can’t overlap. But in this case as well as many others, they do 
overlap…and God comes, takes our boxes and turns them upside down to show us what 
we have been hiding away in them.  
 
Maybe today you are beginning to see that celebrity worship does not just happen in 
our culture but also among Christians. We can just as easily elevate someone in our 
minds that we have seen God use and set them apart from others. We can get so 
wrapped up in their “anointing” or “gifting” that we forget they are just a vessel for 
God, and that it’s God alone who should be elevated. 
 
COMMERCIAL BREAK:  
Celebrity worship is everywhere: on billboards, in magazines, on the internet, in our 
homes, our churches, our schools. Everywhere. Throughout the Bible there were 
prophets like Moses, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel that God used to speak 
his heart to the people, helping everyone realize that sin was not just an individual 
issue, but a corporate one as well. Each of these men are shown in the Bible to have 
praying on behalf of God’s people, asking for forgiveness. Let us take some time to 
seek the Lord for the corporate church and then spend time after that seeking him 
individually for forgiveness and cleansing. 
 
I’m going to open us in a time of prayer for the corporate church.  Ask someone to 
close at the end of the prayer time. We will wait after I pray for anyone who would 
like to pray to do so, and then (the person you chose) will close our prayer time. 
 
Suggested prayer beginning: 
Heavenly Father, we come before you today to seek forgiveness on behalf of the church. 
Lord, more often than not we allow someone whom we believe you have gifted to be exalted 



among us, exalting the gift more than the Giver. In turn, we bow down and worship that 
person in our hearts and our minds, desiring to be like them, or to meet them, or to be 
used as they are used.  Forgive us, O Lord, for we are an unclean people. Change us with 
your power and your grace and cause us to be a people who worship you and you alone, for 
you alone are worthy of our worship and our praise.  
 
 
PREVIEWS OF NEXT WEEK: 

 Next meeting’s time, date and location: 
 Assignment: read chapter 6 of American Idols. 

 
 
 
 


